A b s t r a c t : A theory for the source of free energy for the Langmuir waves producing Type II bursts is presented. It is shown that électrons accelerated at the Type II shock naturally develop a distribution function with an abrupt cutoff at a characteristic minimum parallel velocity (a 'cutoff distribution) in a limited spatial volume ahead of the shock, irrespective of the accélération process active at the shock. The long duration, narrow bandwidth Type II radiation is then explained in terms of Langmuir waves produced by a cutoff distribution. The theory also accounts in a natural way for split-band Type II bursts and herringbone bursts.
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Introduction
Type II solar radio bursts are accepted to be radiation at the fondamental and second harmonie of the plasma frequency ('plasma radiation*) associated with a collisionless shock moving through the solar corona. At présent the theory for Type II bursts (e.g. review by Nelson and Melrose 1985) involves Langmuir waves generated by a streaming instability due to électrons accelerated at the shock (e.g. Melrose 1980; Holman and Pesses 1983). There is abundant évidence for électron accélération at Type II shocks, including: (i) Herringbone fine structures (Roberts 1959; Holman and Pesses 1983) , (ii) Shock Accélération events (Cane et al. 1983) , and (iii) Accelerated électrons observed upstream of Type II bursts in the interplanetary médium (Cane and Stone 1984) . However, the origin and nature of the électron distribution producing the Langmuir waves has not been discussed in any détail.
A detailed theory for the particle distributions arising upstream of shocks in magnetized plasmas has recently been developed by Cairns (1986a, b) . This theory involves the analytic intégration of Liouville's équation with a source term describing upstreaming électrons accelerated at the shock. The theory shows that the particle distribution upstream of a shock always has an abrupt cutoff at a characteristic minimum parallel velocity, irrespective of the particle distribution injected at the shock. Such 'cutoff distributions are unstable to the growth of Langmuir waves (Filbert and Kellogg 1979; Cairns 1986a, b) . The gênerai theory has been applied to the électron distribution upstream of the Earth's bow shock, and found to be consistent with the available observational data (Cairns 1986a, b) .
In this paper a qualitative application of Cairns ' (1986a, b) theory is made to Type II solar radio bursts, resulting in a theory for the source of free energy for the Langmuir waves and hence the Type II radiation. In Sections 2 and 3 it is shown that cutoff distributions develop naturally upstream of the Type II shock.
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Continuous or impulsive électron accélération at the shock is shown to produce a continuous or transient cutoff distribution, respectively. In Section 4 arguments are given that cutoff distributions provide significant free energy for Langmuir wave growth only in a spatially limited volume ahead of the shock. Type II bursts and herringbone fine structure are then interpreted qualitatively in terms of Langmuir waves produced by continuous and transient cutoff distributions, repectively. A qualitative explanation of split-band Type II bursts is also given. The conclusions are given in Section 5.
Kinematic Arguments for a Cutoff Distribution
Consider a shock with velocity vs moving through a locally uniformly magnetized coronal plasma which has a magnetic field B and bulk velocity vsw-Plasma motion across the magnetic field induces a self-consistent electric field
i.e. va is the component of vsw perpendicular to B. The velocity V|| parallel to the magnetic field, the drift velocity va and the gyromotion speed v l are constants of the motion. Particle gyrocentres therefore travel in straight lines in planes parallel to vj| and Vd, i.e. planes parallel to B and vsw. The natural coordinate system for describing the particle motion therefore has one axis parallel to B (the R axis), one axis parallel to Vd (the x-axis), and the remaining axis (the z-axis) defined to make the R-x-z system righthanded orthogonal System. The drift Vd causes any shock accelerated particles moving ahead (upstream) of the shock to lie downstream of the magnetic field fine tangential to the shock in the 'foreshock' (Greenstadt 1975) . The requirement that the upstreaming particles outrun the shock defines a characteristic minimum parallel velocity for the streaming particles (at each location), thereby leading to a cutoff distribution. In the plasma rest frame (Figure 1 ) only particles with Figure 1 -The shock moves through the stationary plasma with speed V\ sin(9 -a) I perpendicular to its local surface. Its apparent speed parallel to the magnetic field is then Klsin(9-a)/sin al.
where V||, a p P is the shock's apparent speed parallel to the field, may outrun the shock. Hère V=vs -vsw is the relative velocity between the shock and the plasma and a(r) is the angle between the magnetic field and the local shock surface. In the shock rest frame the condition on V|| derived from (2) v c is the 'escape cutofF speed, and is generally a function of position on the shock through a(r). Thus ail particles escaping upstream of the shock from a point r must hâve parallel velocities in excess of v c . In practice one is interested in régions where v c greatly exceeds V and the cos 9 term in (3) may be ignored. Usually this corresponds to small angles a(r), i.e. a(r)^ 10°. Note that v c -*oo as a->0 (for 0^0); consequently particles cannot escape ahead of the shock when the angle a is so small that v c exceeds c. For example, when F=400 km s" 1 particles escape upstream only for angles a a 0.05° (with 9=45°).
Suppose that the Type II shock has a point T where the magnetic field is tangential to the shock surface (Figure 2) . Consider the upstream wing of the foreshock in a référence frame in which the shock is locally stationary. A cutoff distribution at an arbitrary point (R, x) in the upstream région arises as follows. Take the particles found at (R, x) in order of decreasing vy and find the points I on the shock from which they came. As vy decreases the initial points I move towards the T point. However, v c (I) increases as the points I move towards the T point, so that eventually V||(I') = v c (I') and V||(I)< v c (I) at ail points I closer to the T point than I'. Then Vc(I') is the minimum parallel velocity of the upstreaming particles at (R, x). The distribution function/(/?, x, vy) at (R, x) then has an abrupt cutoff at V||(I') as in Figure 3 , and is termed a cutoff distribution. This argument does not dépend on the shock producing upstreaming électrons continuously: électrons accelerated continuously or impulsively into the foreshock form a continuous or transient cutoff distribution, respectively.
Cutoff Distributions Upstream of a Type II Shock
The analytic theory for the électron distribution upstream of Figure 4-The loci of constant cutoff velocity for a paraboloidal shock (in the vsw -B plane) with appropriate parameters to be a Type II shock: K=400 km s" 1 and the scale size is of order 0.2 solar radii. Note that the fraction of space with v c in excess of 10 7 m s" 1 is very small. This leads to a spatial limitation of the volume of the foreshock in which significant free energy is available for Langmuir wave growth.
Interprétation of Type II Bursts
The theory illustrated in Sections 2 and 3 (and Cairns (1986a, b) ) shows that a cutoff distribution arises naturally upstream of a Type II shock, irrespective of the particle distribution injected at the shock. Cutoff distributions hâve a positive slope dî/d I V| | I just above the cutofFs, and are therefore a source of free energy for generating Langmuir waves (Filbert and Kellogg 1979; Cairns 1986a, b) , particularly when the positive slope occurs at much larger velocities than the background thermal velocity (F e~5 xl0 6 m s" 1 in the corona). However, cutoff distributions provide significant free energy for Langmuir wave growth only in a small fraction of the upstream région for three reasons. Firstly, the région with cutoff velocities significantly larger than the termal velocity, i.e. VcâlO'ms" 1 is small compared with the total volume of the foreshock (Figure 4) . Secondly, the amount of free energy available for wave growth varies approximately as v c 2 , biasing the source région of the radiation to régions with v c in excess of 10 7 m s" 1 . Thirdly, the cutofFs do not reform when wave-particle scattering dégrades them so that the level of Langmuir waves and resulting radiation should decrease with increasing distance from the shock. Thus, thèse cutoff distributions provide a naturally arising, spatially limited, and either continuous or transient source (for électrons produced continuously or impulsively at the shock, respectively) of free energy for Langmuir wave growth upstream of the Type II shock.
The continuous cutofiF distribution produced by the shock continuously accelerating électrons into the foreshock provides a natural explanation for the Langmuir waves producing the Type II radiation. In particular, this model explains the long durations (typically 150 s) and narrow bandwidths of the Type II radiation. The Type II radiation is produced in both wings of the foreshock (ahead of the shock). Split-band Type II bursts are then interpreted in terms of shocks with more than one T point and foreshock. The multiple bands of Type II radiation are then generated in différent spatial régions. The bands then overlap in frequency if the various foreshocks overlap in space or hâve contain plasmas with similar plasma frequencies. This interprétation also applies to 'multiple lane' Type II bursts.
The herringbone fine structures on Type II bursts (Roberts 1959; Holman and Pesses 1983) are interpreted in terms of électron streams accelerated impulsively at the shock which hâve a transient cutoff distribution in the foreshock.
Conclusions
Due to the accelerated électrons outrunning the shock, the électrons accelerated by a Type II shock hâve a cutoff distribution ahead of the shock. Such a distribution provides a source of free energy for Langmuir wave growth (Filbert and Kellogg 1979; Cairns 1986a, b) . Continuous or impulsive accélération of électrons at the shock leads to a continuous or transient cutoff distribution, respectively, ahead of the shock. However, significant free energy for Langmuir growth occurs only in a limited spatial volume of the foreshock. The long duration, narrow bandwidth Type II radiation is attributed to Langmuir waves produced by a continuous cutoff distribution. Split-band and multiple lane Type II bursts are interpreted in terms of shocks with more than one foreshock. Herringbone fine structures are interpreted in terms of plasma radiation produced by Langmuir waves generated by transient cutoff distributions.
